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GARCIA
DISMISSED
Quarterback’s USC career comes to close

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Pastides: Garcia violated terms
of contract he signed with USC
James Kratch

JKRATCH@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

S t e p h e n G a r c i a’s l o n g, t u m u lt u o u s a n d
controversial career at South Carolina has come to
an abrupt end.
The fifth-year senior was dismissed from the
Gamecock football program Tuesday, a week after
he lost the starting position he had held, save one
game, since the end of his redshirt freshman season.
Multiple reports indicate Garcia’s dismissal was
due to a failed substance test.
“I’m not going to deny what people have said,”
President Harris Pastides said, but declined to

comment on exactly why Garcia was dismissed.
Pastides said Garcia broke terms of a contract he
signed with the university earlier this year.
“It was very clear when that contract had been
made before, this was not going to be a matter of
well we’ll think about it or have a vote about it,”
Pastides said. “It was solely in his hands.”
The president said he wasn’t notified of the
decision until 3 p.m., after news outlets widely
reported the matter. The decision was made by
Athletics Director Eric Hyman.
“I was totally OK with that because I already
knew he had a contract that if he violated it, he
would not be part of the football program,” Pastides
said, adding he was “very disappointed” that news
leaked early in the day.
Garcia’s father, Gary Garcia, told CBSSports.

com that his son had “a couple of beers,” which led
to the dismissal. Garcia said he was “shocked and
completely flabbergasted” by the dismissal in a text
to The Associated Press. Garcia, who was under
a zero-tolerance policy after his reinstatement,
emphatically denied having a drinking problem
during a preseason press conference in August.
The Daily Gamecock contacted t he phone
number listed under Garcia’s name in the USC
Student Directory for comment. A female picked up
and said it was not Garcia’s number. Multiple email
requests to Garcia for comment were unreturned.
A family friend of the Garcia family told The
Daily Gamecock she would pass along a message for
comment, but the call wasn’t returned.
GARCIA ● 10

ON-CAMPUS DISCIPLINARY ACTIONS
Drug law violations
Liquor law violations

2008

2009

2010

129
751

76
498

201
854

Substance violations see inexplicable jump
Officials can’t pinpoint cause
behind 2009-2010 increases
Ryan Quinn

RQUINN@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

The USC Division of Law Enforcement
and Safety’s annual security and fire safety
report has raised questions that USC
officials can’t fully explain.
The biggest: Why was there a precipitous
drop in disciplinary actions for liquor and
drug violations between 2008 and 2009 and
a huge increase in 2010?

On-campus disciplinary actions for drug
law violations decreased from 129 to 76
between 2008 and 2009, but jumped to 201
in 2010. On-campus disciplinary actions
for liquor law violations , including beer
violations, declined from 751 to 498 between
2008 and 2009, but the next year they spiked
to 854.
In the more specific category for residence
hall disciplinary actions, a similar trend was
seen in 2009. Disciplinary actions for drug
law violations in dormitories decreased from
98 to 66 between 2008 and 2009, and then
shot to 166 in 2010. Disciplinary actions

for liquor law violations in dormitories
plummeted more than 200 from 643 to 433
from 2008 to 2009, yet they increased to 690
in 2010.
Jerry Brewer, associate vice president
for student affairs, said he couldn’t explain
the numbers, and suggested 2009 was an
outlier year. Andy Fink, director of residence
life, said he was “perplexed” by them, and
Capt. Eric Grabski, of the Division of Law
Enforcement and Safet y, also couldn’t
pinpoint a reason.
Alisa Cooney, director of Judicial Affairs
DRUGS ● 2

University to establish nuclear energy center
$900,000 General Atomics gift, $3 million in
state funds to establish research arm
Josh Dawsey

JDAWSEY@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Brian Almond / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

A $900,000 private donation — plus $3 million in state funds —
will establish a center to develop and enhance nuclear energy at the
University of South Carolina.
The announcement, made by a corps of university and national
leaders at a frilly breakfast inside Thomas Cooper Library, will spur
an immediate search for an endowed professor, said USC officials. The
gift came from San Diego-based General Atomics, and the state funds
were acquired through the Center of Economic Excellence program,
funded through South Carolina Educational Lottery proceeds.
“There’s not a better place to start moving nuclear energy forward,”
said John Parmentola, a senior vice president at the company. “This

USC officials discuss the new center with General Atomics vice
president John Parmentola after Tuesday’s breakfast.
Wednesday
77°

61°

Thursday
82°

57°
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Harpootlian
blasts GOP
politicians
Democratic Party
chairman speaks
at SG function
Thad Moore

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

A sk S out h Ca rol i n a
Democrat ic Part y
Chairman Dick
H a r p o ot l i a n w h at he
thinks about the future
of South Carolina and its
citizens’ futures, and he’ll
tell it to you straight.
“ I t ’ s
that you
ought to
be worried.
Yo u ’ r e i n
t he sh--e r ; y o u ’r e
in deep
s h - - , ” h e HARPOOTLIAN
remarked
Tuesday night to a group
of ab out 25 s t udent s .
Harpootlian’s appearance
was pa r t of St udent
G o v e r n m e n t ’s Vo t e r
Registration Initiative.
“ Yo u r e m p l o y m e n t
prospects next year, if you
graduate, are terrible,”
he said. “The country’s
debt is goi ng up, we
have no plan to compete
SCDP ● 4

‘Coming Out’ Day

‘Occupy’ downfall

Wild day at USC

BGLSA celebrates
international event
on campus with Safe
Zone resources and
student discussions.

Assistant Viewpoints
Editor Kevin Burke
says protesters overlook key details of
economic issues.

Steve Spurrier was
making news even
before the Garcia
news came out.

See page 6

See page 5

See page 9
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CP hosts weed legalization debate
High Times editor, former
DEA special agent face off
Caroline Baity

NEWS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

H i g h T i me s m a g a z i ne
editor Steve Hager said the
only side effects of marijuana
were “dry mouth, red eyes,
i ncreased appet ite a nd
awesome sex” during Tuesday
n ight ’s “ Head s v s. Fed s”
debate in the Russell House.
Ca rol i na Product ions
hosted the humorous and,
at times, intense argument
concer n i ng mar ijua na
lega l izat ion t hat brought
cheers and applause f rom
students. The debate pitted
Hager against Bob Stutman,
a retired Drug Enforcement
Agency special agent.
H a g e r, k n o w n a s t h e
“world’s most famous pot
head”, opened the debate with
five points on why cannabis
should be legalized: health
benef it s, hemp materials,
lower crime rates, decreased
f u nd i n g of d r u g c a r t e l s
and cannabis’ centralit y to
hippie culture. All of Hager’s
points were met with rounds
of applause by visibly high
attendees.
“I love being high as sh--,”
said first-year music student
Br e t D o n ne l l y . “ T h i s i s
awesome and just confirms
what I’ve been tell i ng
everybody.”
Hager said that marijuana is
completely safe in comparison
to other drugs if vaporized
or put i n food. H is ma i n
p o i nt w a s t h at c a n n ab i s
is free health care that the
pharmaceutical companies
don’t want people to k now
about.
“Marijuana can be grown
f ree a ny where u nder a ny
circumstances, from Alaska
to A rgentina,” Hager said.

“It ca n help w it h a l l
kinds of diseases and the
pharmaceut ical indust r y
d o e s n’t w a nt t o lo s e
business.”
Hager inv ited t he
audience to attend the annual
National Rainbow Family
Gathering, which typically
takes place on a mountain
meadow. Attendance, food
and extracurricular activities
are free and open to people of
all races and beliefs.
“We have mainly vegetarian
food and alternative health
care,” Hager announced over
cheers from the audience.
“It’s a ceremony and a part
of out culture. We’re just as
American as apple pie.”
The High Times editor
a l s o s a id t h at hemp wa s
Spencer Soctt / THE DAILY GAMECOCK
the foundation of the early
Students
watch
High
Times
magazine
editor
Steve
Hager
debate
marijuana
legalization with former
A mer ica n economy a nd
was used for paper, rope, Drug Enforcement Agency special agent Bob Stutman in Russell House Ballroom Tuesday night.
clot h i ng a nd ma ny ot her
dope. A nd wit h t hat, t he
items. George Washington
debate really lit up.
was a marijuana user and
“ W hy don’t we out law
encouraged farmers to grow
ever y t h i ng t hat cau ses
hemp because of the plant’s
dependence?” Hager
versatility.
questioned in a voice verging
Stutman aggressively tore
on shouting. “W hat about
down Hager’s points, saying
tobacco or alcohol? W hat
that the “world’s most famous
about pills actually being
pot head” doesn’t know the
prescribed by doctors that
difference between fact and
kids are getting addicted to
fiction.
every day?”
He especially focused on
Hager said that marijuana
Hager’s claims of the magic
do e s not c au s e t he side
of ma r ijua na for med ica l
effects of many prescription
use, pointing out that it is
drugs when used responsibly
impossible to determine the
and that people have used it
correct dosage.
for medicinal purposes for
As the question and answer opinions.
“There are over 400
thousands of years.
H ag er e nt hu s i a s t ic a l l y
segment ensued, it was obvious
chemicals in cannabis and
Once ag a i n, st udent s
that not many students were signed autographs and took
only two of them have been
sprung to their feet cheering
p i c t u r e s , h a v i n g p e o p le
anti-legalization.
proven medically beneficial,”
as the debate went on for two
“First, I’d like to say that I say their favorite strain of
St ut ma n sa id. “I nstead
hours.
wish I was one of your kids,” marijuana instead of “cheese”.
of ex t ract i ng t hese t wo
“They bot h have really
His favorite is Sour Diesel.
one student started off in a
chemicals, Steve is telling you
arguable points,” said business
question directed to Hager.
to smoke the whole thing!”
student Myron Hardin . “It
A f ter ward, st udents
Stutman also stated that
was interesting to follow both
lined up to speak with both
people become dependent
sides and I learned about the
Stutman and Hager to ask
on cannabis and waste their
posit ives and negat ives of
i nd iv idu a l que st ion s a nd Comments on this story?
whole lives away smok ing
legalization.”
Visit: dailygamecock.com/news
DRUGS ● Continued from 1
and chair of the Behavioral
Intervention Team, was
equally stumped. Cooney
corrected the original data
on the annual report after
T he Da i ly G a mecock
pointed out a discrepancy,
but the reasoning behind
the 2009 drop and 2010
increase was still elusive.
The arrest data is split
on whether USC police
relied more on arrests in
2009 than more merciful
disciplinary referrals. Oncampus arrests for liquor
violations tripled from

10 to 30 between 2008
and 2009 as disciplinary
actions decreased, and
then arrests dropped to
21 in 2010 as disciplinary
actions increased.
But on-campus arrests
for dr ug v iolat ions
decreased from 52 to 28
between 2008 and 2009
as disciplinary actions also
decreased, indicating that
enforcement was being
softened overall.
Grabski said USCPD
h a d n o t c h a n g e d it s
enforcement levels in the
past three years. He added

the individual officers have
discretion in whether to
arrest or refer students,
b u t U S C PD h a s n o t
tried to inf luence their
individual decisions.
Bot h Cooney and
Fink said the increase in
disciplinary actions for
drug and alcohol violations
from 2009 to 2010 could
be explained by data from
the 2010 CORE Alcohol &
Drug Survey.The survey,
conducted in Spring 2010,
shows that 80 percent of
male students surveyed
had used alcohol in the
past month and 35 percent
had used marijuana.
About 75 percent of
females had used alcohol
in that same period and
19 p e r c e nt h a d u s e d
marijuana . About half
of t he 1, 205 st udent s
surveyed were freshmen
under 21.
“Marijuana use among
st udent s is increasing
pretty significantly,” Fink
said.
Fink also said t here
were increased problems
with alcohol in 2010 due
to students “pregaming”
with the popular energyalcohol fusion drink Four
Loko.
Of f icials did not
provide CORE data for
previous years Tuesday.
Fink said the same policies
reg a rd i ng d r ug s have
been in place for the past
three years, and that there
have been increased antisubstance abuse seminars
by USCPD and alcoholfree activities offered by
University Housing.
Comments on this story?
Visit: dailygamecock.com
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JHW©D©¾X©vaccine every year
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avoid close contact with sick people
sleep, eat right, exercise and get lots
of water
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GIFT ● Continued from 1
could change the future of
nuclear energy.”
Par mentola said t he
current nuclear research
at the university, coupled
with the nearby Savannah
R i ver Sit e , m ade t he
university a unique choice
for the partnership.
R e s e a r c h e r s at t h e
u n i ver s it y w i l l f o c u s
on the recycling of used
fuel, waste reduction and
faster and less expensive
construction of nuclear
plants.
The center will train
a new crop of nuclear
engineers with more skills
to help build technology
t hat g uarantees f ut ure
safety for nuclear plants,
according to USC
President Harris Pastides.
T hose concer ns a re
especially heightened in
light of a March nuclear
explosion at a Japanese
plant, said Parmentola.
But nuclear power isn’t
without its critics. That
explosion brought more
opposit ion to nuclea r
technology by Greenpeace
and other environmental
groups.
They say the technology
poses an unacceptable risk

to humans by creating
unnecessar y waste,
heightening chances of a
Chernobyl-type explosion
and adding potential for
more nuclear weapons.
A recent report from
the Nuclear Regulatory
Commission shows South
Carolina plants are already
among the most at-risk for
earthquake damage.
Current ly, t here are
two new nuclear plants
planned for the U.S., and
one, operated by SCE&G,
is set for Jenkinsville, S.C.
It has faced several public
hearings and worries.
A mandator y federal
hea r i ng to deter m i ne
whet her t he plant can
move forward begins today
in Maryland.
Sen. Lindsey Graham,
long a proponent of

nuclear energy, continued
his push at the breakfast
Tuesday.
Graham said 82 percent
of France’s energy came
f rom nuc le a r s ou rc e s
compared to only about
20 percent of the United
States.
Graham praised Rep.
Jim Clyburn, who also
attended the breakfast, by
saying he was “the most
consistent, rational voice
in the Democratic Party
on nuclear energy.”
Clyburn ret urned
t h e f a v o r, s a y i n g h e
appreciated Gra ha m
leaving “fair and balanced
and leaning forward” on
nuclear energy.
Comments on this story?
Visit: dailygamecock.com
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Carolinian Creed & Diversity Day
SIGN IT. MEAN IT. LIVE IT.

Deadline: October 14, 2011
Due by 4:00 p.m.

ESSAY CONTEST

FIRST PLACE PRIZE: $500 SCHOLARSHIP

(SPONSORED BY MAC-GRAY CAMPUS SOLUTIONS)
SECOND PLACE PRIZE: $50 GIFT CARD FROM TARGET AND WATER BOTTLES
FROM CAROLINA DINING
THIRD PLACE PRIZE: $25 GIFT CARD FROM RUSSELL HOUSE BOOKSTORE AND WATER
BOTTLES FROM CAROLINA DINING

The annual CAROLINIAN CREED ESSAY CONTEST is back! Students compete
by composing an essay of at least 500 words on one of the three quotes offered
below and how the quote relates to the Carolinian Creed and USC students.

“Life’s most persistent and urgent question
is, ‘What are you doing for others?’”
- Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

”

“One’s dignity may be assaulted, vandalized
and cruelly mocked, but cannot be taken
away unless it is surrendered.”
- Michael J. Fox

“Man’s action is only a picture book of his
creed.”
- Arthur Helps, English author

College level work including content,
proper grammar, correct spelling, sentence
structure and cohesive organization of
thought will be taken into account when
reviewing all entries. All essays must be
typed, Times New Roman 12 point font
with one-inch margins on each page. Please
number each page on the bottom right
hand corner and place as the header your
¿UVWLQLWLDODQGODVWQDPHLQWKHXSSHUULJKW
hand corner. Please include a cover page
with your name and your email address.
$OOHVVD\VDUHGXHWRWKH2I¿FHRI6WXGHQW
Conduct, located in the Byrnes Building
6XLWH  RQ 2FWREHU   E\ 
p.m. The winner will be announced in
the Daily Gamecock and will be invited
to participate in Creed & Diversity Day
activities on November 9, 2011.
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Etiquette Dinner at USC
“Don’t necessarily speak fast, but if you’re from South Carolina you
might want to speed it up a bit,” said Georgia Doran, director of career
education at the Moore School of Business, to a crowd of about 100 students
in Capstone Tuesday night.
Doran balanced humor and impartation while guiding the students
through a crash course in dining etiquette required for a successful
interview — something they couldn’t learn on Chicken Finger Wednesday.
Students had to use seven pieces of silverware to ingest a four-course meal
consisting of potato soup, salad, a chicken and rice entrée and a fudge cake
dessert.
Doran’s tips during the step-by-step tutorial included why not to drink
if someone accidently picked up the wrong cup and how to deal with an
accidental spill. Students took cues from mock interviewers represented by
the various Career Center hosts seated at each table.
While some students did attend for the mock interview tips, others had
in mind actual interviews with the event sponsors — Intel, Eaton Industries
and Vanguard.
“I’d like to learn about all of my forks and spoons, but I’m really here for
a job,” said Thomas Thompson, third-year management science student
who was eyeing Intel.
“Most people don’t know that Intel happens to be a company that has
a presence in Columbia,” said Sam Vause, a representative for Intel, who
confirmed that the company was hiring and had already hired 20 new
employees in the past two years.

— Compiled by Mikelle Street

loestrin: $15

globally [and] we’re
doing a terrible job on
education.”
Such was the tone
i n Cu r rel l C ol lege
as t he of ten brazen
and perennially
controversial
chairman took aim at
the state’s Republican
m a j o r i t y, l e t t i n g
loose his frustration
w i t h t h e p a r t y ’s
policies and act ions
on ever y t hing from
educat ion a nd sales
t a x exempt ions to
reapport ionment
and the recent voter
identification bill.
Har poot l ia n took
t he oppor t u n it y to
acc use Republ ica ns
in the Statehouse of
racial gerrymandering
to concentrate
black voters i nto
m ajor it y-m i nor it y
congressional districts
in an effort to limit
the number of blacks
represented in
government.
Referring to
an increase in
t he percent age of
blac k s i n t he si x t h
congressional district,
which is represented
by Democratic
R e p. Ji m C l y bu r n ,
Ha r poot l ia n sa id
Republ ic a n s “ w a nt
to drain the AfricanA mer ic a n vot e out

Did you know??
PEOPLE
1 IN 2 SEXUALLY ACTIVE YOUNG
WILL GET AN STD BY 25
-MOST WON’T KNOW IT

pay less for birth control
RUGHU©UH½OOV©online
use your carolina card
park in a reserved space

dŽůĞĂƌŶŵŽƌĞĂďŽƵƚ,/sͬ^dƚĞƐƟŶŐ͕
contact the Campus Wellness
^ĞǆƵĂů,ĞĂůƚŚKĸĐĞĂƚ;ϴϬϯͿϳϳϳͲϭϴϯϱ
or visit:
www.sa.sc.edu/shs/cw/students/sexualhealth

visit the campus pharmacy
thomson student health center
www.sa.sc.edu/shs 803.777.4890

To make an appointment to get tested at the Thomson Student Health Center:
www.sc.edu/myhealthspace

“ We f a c e r e a l
of t he new Sevent h
District and the First challenges, and if we
District, so they don’t don’t do somet h ing
have to talk to black ab out t h at a nd get
hu n g up on i n t he
people.”
H a r p oot l ia n a l so s l o g a n e e r i n g o f
spoke of his intent to bot h sides — of t he
fi le suit against these Tea Part y or of t he
red ist r ic t i ng pla ns, MoveOn.org people
a m o v e h e a d m i t s — then we’re going to
won’t make him many be in serious trouble,”
he told students.
friends.
According to
“It’l l be good for
the state, and I’m sure S t u d e n t B o d y
I’ll be vilified for that, President Joe Wright,
and I kind of like that the Voter Registration
i n a weird way,” he Initiative will bring a
variety of politicians
said.
T h e c h a i r m a n and elected officials
d i s c u s s e d t h e to campus, and their
condition of the state a p p e a r a n c e s w i l l
u n d e r R e p u b l i c a n be a n nou nced on a
governance in more Student Government
Facebook page.
broad terms as well.
A s o f Tu e s d a y
“ We ’r e a t h i r d w o r l d c o u n t r y , ” night, the only listed
Ha r poot l ia n sa id. e vent s were t a l k s
“ We ’r e N o . 5 0 i n by Harpootlian and
about ever y t hing Democrat ic state
except for gonorrhea Representative Boyd
— and we’re No. 1 in Brown, which was in
late September.
that.”
Though both
In the ways
o f s o l u t i o n s , speakers so far
H a r p o o t l i a n have represented
s u g g e s t e d t h at h i s D e m o c r a t i c
p a r t y n e e d e d t o Pa r t y v iew poi nt s,
energ ize t he st ate’s H a r p o ot l ia n noted
young voters and draw that Chad Connelly,
m o r e c o n n e c t i o n s chairman of the South
bet ween Republican Carolina Republican
legislators and Gov. Party, was invited to
speak at the event but
Nikki Haley.
“ Yo u ’ v e g o t t o declined the offer.
S t u d e n t
t a ke t he sh i ne of f
t he [ Republ ic a n] G over n ment w i l l
b r a nd , a nd N i k k i i nc u r no spea k i ng
Haley is doing a good f e e s , s a i d Wr i g ht ,
job of t hat for u s,” b e c a u s e m o s t
politicians are willing
Harpootlian said.
M o r e g e n e r a l l y, t o s p e a k f o r f r e e ,
Harpootlian called on especially during an
politicians and voters election season.
to move beyond the
g r idlock a nd st at us
quo of t he polit ical
system, part of what
he called “t he Dick
H a r p o o t l i a n 1 0 1 Comments on this story?
on how to save t he Visit: dailygamecock.com/
news
world.”

Join the
bystander accountability movement!
The Main Event……..Oct. 16
Mark Dawson of www.gotconsent.org will be LIVE in the
Russel House ballroom Oct. 16 at 6:30 pm and 8 pm.
Join Cocky on Greene St.......Oct. 3 and 6
Cocky and the USC cheerleaders will be on Greene St.
Oct. 3 and 6 between 10 am and 2 pm. There will be light
ƌĞĨƌĞƐŚŵĞŶƚƐŽĨƉŽƉĐŽƌŶĂŶĚĐŽƩŽŶĐĂŶĚǇ͘

halloweenexpress.com
(Beside Rooms To Go)

(Across From Ruby Tuesday’s)

275-2 Harbison Blvd.
Columbia, SC 29212

2501 Augusta Road (Hwy 1)
West Columbia, SC 29169

803.732.3266

803.791.3755

5.00 OFF

$

Silent Witness.......Oct. 4
:ŽŝŶŽƵƌŽĸĐĞĂƚƚŚĞ^ƚĂƚĞ^ŝůĞŶƚtŝƚŶĞƐƐWƌĞƐĞŶƚĂƟŽŶĂƚ
the south side steps of the State House Oct. 4 at 11 am.
Self Defense Classes for Women
ZĞĐŽŐŶŝǌĞĂŶĚƌĞƐƉŽŶĚĞīĞĐƟǀĞůǇƚŽƉŽƚĞŶƟĂůůǇĚĂŶŐĞƌŽƵƐƐŝƚƵĂƟŽŶƐ͊KĐƚ͘ϳ͕ϭϰ͕ϮϭĂŶĚϮϴ͘&ZĂŶĚŽƉĞŶƚŽ
ƐƚƵĚĞŶƚƐ͕ĨĂĐƵůƚǇĂŶĚƐƚĂī͘ZĞŐŝƐƚĞƌĂƚ
ǁǁǁ͘ƐĂ͘ƐĐ͘ĞĚƵͬƐŚƐͬƐĂǀŝƉͬƐĞůĨͲĚĞĨĞŶƐĞ͘
Empty Place at the Table
ŶĞǆŚŝďŝƚĚĞŵŽŶƐƚƌĂƚĞƐƚŚĞĚĞǀĂƐƚĂƟŶŐƌĞƐƵůƚŽĨĚŽŵĞƐƟĐǀŝŽůĞŶĐĞ͘ZƵƐƐĞůů,ŽƵƐĞϮŶĚŇŽŽƌ^ĞƉƚ͘ϯϬƚŽKĐƚ͘ϳ͘
'ƌĞĞŶĞ^ƚ͘KĐƚ͘ϭϬ͕ĨƌŽŵϭϬĂŵƚŽϮƉŵ͘ZƵƐƐĞůů,ŽƵƐĞ
WĂƟŽKĐƚ͘ϭϴĨƌŽŵϭϬĂŵƚŽϮƉŵ͘

a purchase
of $25.00
or more.

Expires Oct. 31, 2011. Only at these locations. Limit one coupon per customer.
Cannot be combined with any other offer or discount.

(Beside Rooms To Go)

(Across From Ruby Tuesday’s)

275-2 Harbison Blvd.
Columbia, SC 29212

2501 Augusta Road (Hwy 1)
West Columbia, SC 29169

803.732.3266

803.791.3755
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Garcia removal gives
sad, necessary end
Stephen G arcia was released f rom
t he footba l l tea m once a nd for a l l,
culminating an up-and-down career in a
rather sudden departure.
The dismissal comes after his fifth
suspension from the team this spring,
which led to a signed
“So as we document laying out
that Garcia had
look back, rules
to follow in order to
we can
come bac k to t he
remember team. Unfortunately
it appears those rules
his career
were v iolated, and
Garcia was let go.
as one
We c o m m e n d
of great
t he u n iversit y for
triumph
sticking to its guns
on this. Rules
as well
are r ules, even
as great
t hough t his is our
quarterback that led
failure.”
t he up set v ic t or y
over Alabama last year.
W hile there are surely extenuating
circumstances su rrou nding G arcia’s
actions that were in contradiction to this
signed contract, that’s not an excuse.
People all around the world deal with
tough times ever yday, and many stay
within the rules that bind them while
doing so.
Yet we also feel a sense of compassion
for him. Here is a guy who has taken his
fair share of licks throughout his career,
both on the field and in the media.
His hot and cold performance on the
field led a relationship with fans that
can be described as abrasive at best. He
dealt with a head coach that demands
near-perfection from his quarterbacks.
Pressure from all sides was something
Garcia dealt with day in and day out.
So as we look back, we can remember
his career as one of great triumph as well
as great failure.
We wish him the best moving forward,
he has certainly left his mark on our
football program, but now its time to
move forward.
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Protests overlook key details of issues
Occupy Wall Street lacks
solutions, substance
I genuinely don’t understand the
Occupy Wall Street protests.
They say they want an end to
corporate greed, an end to exporting
jobs, an end to bailouts and an end
to expensive lobbying. While there
are arguments to be made for these
demands, the problem is that none of
this is a simple fi x.
One of the latest rally cries for
the group is a protest of the new
debit card fees imposed
on checking accounts.
The new fee, costing
several dollars a
month, is a reaction
by large banks to the
Durban amendment
of t he Dodd-Fr a n k
Kevin
Act, which capped the
Burke
Fourth-year
infamous “debit card
finance student
swipe fees.” The idea
behind the amendment
was that if the swipe fee was capped,
the retailers who paid the fee would
drop their prices accordingly in
order to pass the savings on to the
consumer. That’s quite the pipe
dream, as students I doubt we’ll
see 25-cent drops in our sodas,
Grouchos sandwiches or reduced
prices in Russell House. It’s just not
going to happen.
So while Durban intended to help
consumers, Occupy Wall Street
protesters continue to cry foul on
big banks for hurting consumers
with the fee. Where is the outcry
against retailers who have failed to
pass the savings onto consumers? It
just seems half-baked at best, and is
a perfect example of my issue with

Occupy Wall Street — there are
always unintended consequences.
There has not been much more
t ha n st aple pol it ic a l l i ne s a nd
headline chants coming from the
protesters. We’ve yet to hear any
substantive solutions to come from
them. Are they making a statement
about American sentiment?
Su re, but t hat’s never solved
anything. I doubt that the typical
protester fully understands what the
Durban Amendment actually does,
and simply cries foul as they read the
headline of “new fees on consumers
from big banks.”
I f t hey t r u ly u nderstood t he
consequences of t he cha nge,
protesters would gather in front of
Wal-Mart and Target rather than
banks around the country.
There’s no doubt that A merica
need s some k i nd of cha nge i n
order to pull the economy out of
its slump. But thousands sitting out
and protesting certainly doesn’t
help productivity, and the fi nancial
district is still going to work on
pumping out profits.
In Charlotte, a woman held a
sign that read “thank you young
people for being the change.” I can’t
disagree more with this statement.
This is not “the change” we need.
The change we need is for students
like us to g raduate a nd h it t he
ground running, and I don’t mean
running a protest. Try to generate a
full understanding on topics before
protesting them.
Much like the Durban
A mend ment , t he Occ upy Wa l l
Street movement seems to fall into
a similar trap; the intent to punish
the greedy ends up hurting someone
else, maybe even themselves.

Un iver sit y of Ca l ifor n iaBerkeley was i n t he media’s
spot light for a cont roversial
bake sale held by the College
Republ ica ns . T he ba ke sa le
listed prices for baked goods as
different prices for
minorities.
The purpose of
the bake sale was
t o g e t s t u d e nt s
to consider what
if t hese prices
Erin Lewis applied to college
Second-year
admissions.
english student
T he y c o mp a r e d
dif ferent pricing
for minorities to
affirmative action.
To t h e n o n - m i n o r i t y
population, it can be seen as
unfair that minorities get favored
in certain situations, which is
reflected in the prices of this bake
sale. The fact of the matter is this
bake sale negatively exemplifies
affirmative action and does not
accurately reflect how affirmative
action works.
Even t hough t he pr ice s
favor minorities, the Campus
Republicans at UC-B constructed
t he pr ices i n order to ra ise
awareness of the “favoritism”
minorities receive when in comes
to things like college admissions
or seek ing employment. The
conception that minorities receive
favoritism in ever yday life is
untrue on all levels.
Additionally, it is misconstrued
that affirmative action is available
to some simply because they are
of a minority group. The point
of affirmative action is to make
up for years of oppression to
minorities. People who are not of
a minority group need to realize
that aside of affirmative action,
minorities still receive unfair
treatment on a daily basis.
So the Republicans at UC-B
sent a message to non-minorities
that minorities get favoritism
because they are a minority and
that they are no longer oppressed,
despite continued inequality.

Letters to the Editor: Garcia Reactions
Students have variety of feelings as
Stephen Garcia departs the football
program.
To a l l t he people hat i ng on
Garcia: Calm down and leave the
man alone. Most of us are glad to
see him gone and are utterly blind
to the truth, which is that without
him this program would never have
reached the heights that it has now.
W ho QB-ed the t wo greatest
wins in school histor y? I think
you all know the answer. Who is
currently ranked third on most of
the all-time leader lists?
It’s the same answer. I’m not going
to defend his wrongful actions, but

I will say this: We will miss Garcia
being on this team and should be
grateful for the contributions and
sacrifices he made on the field.
T h at ’s a l l p e o p le n e e d
t o r e m e m b e r, b u t I f e a r h i s
achievements will be lost to time
and the media circus.
— Kaleb Williams, Fourth-year
Chemical Engineering Student

IT’S YOUR RIGHT
The goal of The Daily Gamecock’s
V ie w p o i nt s p a g e i s t o s t i m u l at e
discussion in the University of South
Carolina community.
All published authors are expected
to provide logical arguments to back
their views.
The Daily Gamecock encourages
readers to voice opinions and offers
three methods of expression: letters to
the editor, guest columns and feedback
on dailygamecock.com.
Letters and g uest columns
shou ld be subm it ted v ia e-ma i l
to gamecockeditor@sc.edu. Letters
must be 200 to 300 words in length

and include the author’s name, year in
school and area of study.
We also invite student leaders and
USC faculty members to submit guest
colu m ns. Colu m n ist s shou ld keep
submissions to about 500 words in
length and include the author’s name
and position.
The editor reserves the right to edit
and condense submissions for length
and clarity, or not publish at all.
All submissions become the property
of The Da ily G amecock a nd must
conform to the legal standards of USC
Student Media.

CORRECTIONS
If you find an error in today’s edition of The Daily Gamecock, let
us know about it. Email sagckvew@mailbox.sc.edu and we will
print the correction in our next issue.

Stephen G a rcia, t he fou r-st a r
r e c r u it f r o m Ta m p a , F l a . , t he
quarterback who lead Carolina to
our first SEC Championship game,
has been dismissed from the football
team. To an outsider, this statement
would come across as shocking or
irrat ional, but to t he fans of t he
Gamecock football team, this comes
as no surprise.
Even with all his accomplishments,
I feel there is no way that he can be
thought of as one of Carolina’s top
players. All he has done is bring shame
to the University.
No proud leader of an SEC football
team should be suspended twice in his
fi rst semester for public intoxication
and for keying a professor’s car. No
star player should be removed from
the squad for violating team rules
the week of a huge bowl game, or for

arriving to a team function drunk.
A s much as it might seem like
the end of the “Garcia era,” we are
act ually tak ing a big step in t he
positive direction by putting our faith
in Connor Shaw. I know that I, along
with the entire university, am excited
to see what Shaw can do the rest of the
2011-2012 season.
Instead of reading on ESPN about,
“Garcia suspended for 5th time,” I
am ready to see headlines including
Connor Shaw, Marcus Lattimore,
Alshon Jeffrey and Melvin Ingram
leading the Gamecocks to another
SEC East title and beyond.
To Shaw and the rest of the team,
the Carolina nation is behind you.

About The Daily Gamecock
The Daily Gamecock is the editorially independent student newspaper of
the University of South Carolina. It is published daily during the fall and
spring semesters and nine times during the summer with the exception of
university holidays and exam periods. Opinions expressed in The Daily
Gamecock are those of the editors or author and not those of the University
of South Carolina.
The Board of Student Publications and Communications is the publisher
of The Daily Gamecock. The Department of Student Media is the
newspaper’s parent organization. The Daily Gamecock is supported in
part by student-activity fees. One free copy per reader. Additional copies
may be purchased for $1 each from the Department of Student Media.
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“I live halfway between reality and theater at all times.
And I was born this way.”
— Lady Gaga
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OKgay

It’s

National Coming Out Day
BGLSA hosts discussions on
campus for worldwide event
Chloe Gould

CGOULD@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Lady Gaga blasted through the speakers and a
rainbow flag back-dropped Gamecock-signed posters of
students’ solidarity and support, as USC’s BGLSA, the
organization for gay, lesbian, bisexual, transgender and
questioning students on campus, celebrated National
Coming Out Day Tuesday.
The event was designed for educating as well as
showcasing a support system for both gay and straight
students on campus.
“It’s not just wearing garnet and black, it’s recognizing
the diversity and wearing the rainbow that represents
Gamecock nation,” said Drew Newton , the LGBT
programs graduate assistant.
That internationally-celebrated day, which aims to
raise awareness surrounding the LGBT community,
was organized on campus through a few BGLSA-

led events throughout the day, including a Russell
House celebration and resource zone, “coming out”
story session and a “Latino Pride” film showing and
conversation.
“National Coming Out Day has two main functions
— its primary function is for the LGBT community to
come out and share their identity and be proud of who
they are,” Newton said. “But it’s also to educate. It’s also
to remind the campus that there are people here.”
And along with giving the straight community a “face
to the movement,” BGLSA President Tyler Murphy said
the day gives struggling students a safe haven and place
within USC.
“We want to encourage students on campus who
haven’t come out that there is a community here,”
Murphy said. “We’re not pushing anyone to come out,
because it’s something you have to do on your own — it’s
a very personal experience. But, when you’re ready, we’re
here.”
The main event of the day, the Russell House
celebration and resource zone, depicted the LGBT
community with display boards of famous South

to be

“

“
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Carolinians and national personalities, including
everyone from comedian Wanda Sykes to Fox Report
host and news anchor Shepard Smith. Students also had
the opportunity to sign cards with messages of support
for the LGBT community, and in one of the more
central projects of the movement, students could sign up
to record their very own “It Gets Better” video.
The “It Gets Better Project,” which was started in
2010 in response to gay teen suicides, has gained support
from Hollywood celebrities, President Obama and tens
of thousands of others on the internet. But in USC’s
own take on the project, students will be able to offer
their own stories and words of encouragement to those
in their community.
“It’s great for our students to see these celebrities —
Neil Patrick Harris, Tim Gunn, Kim Kardashian — but
these aren’t people in South Carolina or people on
campus,” Murphy said. “This gives faces to our campus
— students will know they have support.”
Two-minute video clips for the project will be
BGLSA ● 7

Horror film cliches overrun series
FX show lacks
truly scary moments
Tyler Simpson

MIX@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

“American Horror Story”
Network: FX
Starring: Dylan
McDermott, Connie
Britton, Taissa Farmiga
Run Time:
Wednesdays
at 10:00
p.m.

C

“American Horror Story” is like
an episodic, televised version of
“The Amityville Horror” (1979)
that incorporates elements of Alfred
Hitchcock’s old-school psychological
horror. It’s fun to watch, but the
show feels like it contains too many
borrowed elements from every other
American horror story.
It ’s we i r d , e nt r a nc i n g a nd
shocking, but co-creators Ryan
Murphy and Brad Fulchuk (“Nip/
Tuck,” “Glee”) fill it with many
one-dimensional characters and a
lot of unnecessarily naked Dylan
McDermott.
The story centers on the Harmon
family: psychologist Ben (Dylan
McDer mot t), h is w ife V iv ien
(Connie Britton) and their daughter

Violet (Tarissa Farmiga). They move
from Boston to Los Angeles to start
anew after Vivien has a miscarriage
and Ben has an affair with one of his
students.
They apparently didn’t count on
the house having a haunted history
or a group of new acquaintances
like their new creepy next-door
ne ig hb or C on s t a nc e ( Je s s ic a
Lange); her daughter with Down
syndrome, Adelaide (Jaime Brewer);
their unusual housekeeper (Frances
Conroy) and Ben’s disturbed patient
Tate (Evan Peters), who apparently
has an interest in Viola.
There really aren’t any scar y
moments in this series that will
make viewers jump out of their
seats, mostly because Murphy and
Fulchuk spend too much t ime
paying homage to classic horror
stories to come up with any original
scares of their own.
The series is more creepy than
scary. While Vivian and Ben try
to repair t heir marriage, t hey
grow under the influences of the
house’s paranormal activity. These
entrancements include leftover
s pi r it s ; a n i n s a ne , de f or me d
father (Dennis O’Hare), who was
a previous owner and burned his
wife and children alive; a bondage
suited sexual entity; and an old
housekeeper that appears before Ben
as a young, wanton hottie.
As for the borrowed elements
within the series, viewers see plenty
of remembrances from classic horror
films — so many that it feels like

you’re walking through a museum
filled with classic horror gimmicks.
There’s the creepy cellar from
“The Amityville Horror,” the dark
corner from “The Shining” (1980)
and sexuality from “Don’t Look
Now” (1973). There are also infant
body parts contained within jars
in the basement and a pair of dead
twins.
Aside from the air of intrigue
about the ghostly house, the series
seems to basically focus on the
damaged family trying to reconnect
with each other as they deal with
the strange happenings occurring
throughout the house.
So far, the story refuses to make
any sense, especially when it comes
to ex pla i n i ng why t he fa m i ly
continues to stay in the house despite
all of the paranormal happenings.
But hopefully, this will be explained
further within the series.
Also, as a bit of a side story in
the pilot episode, the viewers see
Violet immediately, and slightly
unrealistically, have trouble with
a group of popular girls at her
new school. I say unrealistically
because the head girl in the group
immediately bullies and threatens to
kill Violet for no reason other than
the fact that Violet smokes.
Out of all the actors in the series,
Connie Britton definitely is the
strongest, though that really isn’t
saying much. The scenes in the pilot
episode where Vivien expresses her
difficulty forgiving her husband’s
affair are really the most emotional
moments in the series thus far.
Dylan McDermott, however, is a
different story. During the moments
of psychosexuality, when Ben sees
the housekeeper in a younger, sexier
fashion and Viv ien engages in
intercourse with a man in a rubber
suit, McDermott is usually seen
naked, either staring into blank
space or ejaculating.
The bottom line is that watching
“American Horror Story” is similar
to watching someone jump off a
skyscraper: It’s disconcerting and
horrid but it easily catches your
attention. The series is eerie and
entertaining enough to watch but
isn’t exceptionally scary.

Courtesy of poptower.com

Dylan McDermott (center), Connie Britton (left) and Taissa Farmiga (right) star
as the Harmon family in new FX television series “American Horror Story.”

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix

Courtesy of omnipop.com

Doug Benson
comes to USC
Comedian Doug Benson will make a
tour stop in the Russell House Ballroom
at 8 p.m. tonight (Wednesday) in support
of his new comedy album, “Potty Mouth.”
Benson is best known for his standup comedy. He gained national attention
as a contestant on NBC’s “Last Comic
Standing” reality show competition in 2007.
Though Benson placed sixth in the
competition, losing the show did not keep
him out of the spotlight. He has been
featured on “Comedy Central Presents”
specials several times and was also a
frequent commentator on VH1’s pop
culture show “Best Week Ever.”
Benson also hosts “Doug Loves Movies,”
a comedy podcast in which Benson
discusses movies with actor friends. Past
guests include Zach Galifinakis , Aziz
Ansari, Michael Cera and John Lithgow. All
past episodes of “Doug Loves Movies” are
available for free on iTunes.
Benson has a strong Twitter presence,
tweeting out pictures from the tour and
frequently interacting with his followers.
Follow him @DougBenson in preparation
for tonight’s show.
B e n s o n w i l l t a ke t h e s t a g e a t 8
p.m. Students get in free with their
CarolinaCards. The event is sponsored by
Carolina Productions.
— Compiled by Kristyn Winch,
Assistant Mix Editor

BGLSA ● Continued from 6
recorded in early November, and with
hopeful messages from USC faculty and
staff as well as other Columbia leaders, all
the clips will be merged into one USC “It
Gets Better” video.
BGLSA also hosted a “Latino Pride”
discussion Tuesday, where students had
the opportunity to watch the movie “De
Colores” and extend the conversation to
the coming out process as a whole.
“(The film) talks about the family
in Hispanic communities and how the
coming out process can be a bit more
difficult,” Newton said.
The pride conversation also lent itself
to a bigger BGLSA movement to embrace
multicultural communities within their
own group.
“It’s a very new venture, but it’s a very
exciting venture,” Newton said. “We can’t
assume everyone LGBT is male, white,
or speaks English as their first language,”
Newton said. “We have to remember
we’re a community within a community,
and we want to educate.”
And, in the same stride, BGLSA made
an effort to also tailor the movement and
the coming out process to those living in
and from South Carolina. At their weekly
meeting, which is held at 9 p.m. Tuesdays
in Currell College 107, they showed the

newly-released indie film “You Should
Meet My Son!” which tells the story of
a conservative Southern mother and her
gay son.
At USC, there are 500 gay and straight
allies who have completed the school’s
SafeZone training. The university also
recently completed interviews for the new
coordinator for LGBT programs, who
will focus on LGBT student retention
rates, peer mentoring programs and more
gay-friendly policies and procedures.
“Five hundred is a terrific number,
but on a campus of 30,000, I want to
see 5,000 allies,” Newton said. “As Lady
Gaga would say, ‘no matter gay, straight
or bi, lesbian or transgender’ — we’re all
Gamecocks. We need allies.”
The next Safe Zone ally, a web of
people in the community committed to
fighting LGBT prejudice and offering
support to LGBT students, training is
Oct. 17 from 5 to 7 p.m. in Humanities
304. For more information on Safe Zone
presentations, visit www.sa.sc.edu/omsa.
The day and the movement all boil
down to one thing for Murphy: “I just
want to show the USC campus that it’s
OK to be gay.”
Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/mix
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EMPLOYMENT

3BD, 2BA one mile to USC, Old
Shandon,fenced yard. 318-0729
Copper Beech (1 of 3 Bdrm) room
for sublease. $479/month
528-4284/thomascs@email.sc.edu

EMPLOYMENT
Bartending! Up to $250/Day. No
Experience Nec.Training Available.
800-965-6520 Ext253
Now hiring party host and referees
for our NE Monkey Joe’s. Come
in to apply or go online at www.
monkeyjoes.com/columbia
Harper’s Restaurant Hiring
We are looking for friendly,
hardworking, team players in the
form of servers and hostesses.
Please apply in person T-TH, 2-4
pm. Experience and daytime
availability preferred.
Email
MSimmons@harpers-rest.com

Groucho’s Deli
P/T Kitchen Staff. Lunchtime Avail.
Apply In Person. Groucho’s Deli
611 Harden St.
TAX ASSOCIATE for Global Tax
Service starting January ‘12. Office
walking distance from Campus,
Vista. CPA candidate preferred.
Join a small, growing company
with growth potential. Specialists
in tax returns for overseas
taxpayers. Some international
travel. Resume to
resume@globaltaxonline.net

TRAVEL
BAHAMAS SPRING BREAK
$189 for 7-Days. All prices
include: Round-trip luxury cruise
with food. Accommodations on the
island at your choice of 13 resorts.
Appalachia Travel.
www.BahamaSun.com
800-867-5018

LINE AD RATES

© 2011 United Way Worldwide.

HOUSING
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1st insertion: $2.50 / line
Subsequent: $1.50 / line

ADDITIONAL INFO
Two line minimum
Avg. line length of 30
characters

ADDITIONAL OPTIONS
Box around ad: $1.25
Logo insertion available
for addt’l cost

Courier Position
Downtown law firm is seeking parttime courier for morning hours.
Please call 779-8900 between
9am - 5pm.

DIFFERENT BY NATURE

UNITED BY

MISSION

We come from different places. We come to different
conclusions. But underneath it all, we share a passion for
improving the human condition. When we LIVE UNITED, we
create real, lasting change in the building blocks of life:
the education, income and health of our communities, our
families, even the person next to us. Real change won’t
happen without you. SIGN UP TODAY AT LIVEUNITED.ORG.

DEADLINE
Noon, 1 business day
prior to publication
GIVE. ADVOCATE. VOLUNTEER.
®

LIVE UNITED

Go to www.dailygamecock.com and click on “Classifieds” to place your online &/or print ads. Upload your image(s) & manage your own account in one convenient place!
*FREE ONLINE ADS! Available only to USC students, faculty & staff. Just use your sc.edu email address.
Questions or special requests, call 777-3888 • Office hours: M-F 8:30am- 5pm • Russell House, Rm. 343

PHD • JORGE CHAM

THE SCENE

TODAY

Want to design for

G. LOVE & THE SPECIAL SAUCE
W/ THE MOVEMENT
7 p.m., $10
Pepsi Grandstand, S.C. State Fair

TOMORROW

CAROLINA PRODUCTIONS PRESENTS
COMEDIAN DOUG BENSON
8 p.m., free
Russell House Ballroom

KAL ECKER
6 p.m. doors / 8 p.m. show, $6
The White Mule, 1530 Main St.

SENNA
3 p.m. / 5:30 p.m. / 8 p.m., $6.50
students / $7.50 general
Nickelodeon Theatre, 937 Main St.

PARACHUTE MUSICAL, ROBBERS ON HIGH
STREET
7 p.m., $5 over 21 / $8 under 21
New Brookland Tavern, 122 State St.

email us at design@dailygamecock.com
10/12/11

Columbia Charlotte Shuttle

S

The Charlotte Airport Just Got Closer
Heyents!
tud
$49 each way • Pick up/drop off at USC
www.ColumbiaCharlotteShuttle.com • (803) 783-5123

10/12/11

1 2 3 4

for 10/11/11

ACROSS
1 “Les __”
4 As a friend, in
French
9 Actor Romero
14 N.L. West team,
on scoreboards
15 Noble gas
16 Latin stars
17 MLK birthday
month
18 Method of looking
for keys?
20 Relay race closer
22 Peace Prize
winner Wiesel
23 Wide shoe size
24 Love god
26 Working parts
28 Finishing by the
deadline,
sometimes
32 Computer
pioneer Lovelace
33 Young newt
34 Many Semites
38 Reveal
40 Knight’s ride
43 Harald V’s capital
44 Capital on the
Willamette
46 Future ﬁsh
47 World games org.
48 Bad-mouthing
someone
53 Food packaging
unit
56 German river
57 Soccer star
Freddy
58 In __: moody
60 Like Chris and
Pat, genderwise
64 Call waiting
diversion
67 Big name in
kitchen gadgets
68 Violet lead-in
69 Steve of country
70 Nth degree
71 Eyelid
annoyances
72 In small pieces,
as potatoes
73 Punk rock
offshoot
DOWN
1 Whom Goya
painted both
nude and clothed
2 OPEC co-founder
3 Penultimate
element,
alphabetically

4 Encourage
5 Couch disorders
6 Raggedy gal
7 Speck of dust
8 How perjurers
may be caught
9 Concerto highlight
10 Sixth sense,
brieﬂy
11 Brisket source
12 Curved
13 Works in the
garden
19 Lofted iron
21 Villainous laugh
syllable
25 Acre’s 43,560:
Abbr.
27 Preﬁx with space
28 Fashion
statements in the
’hood
29 “Eureka!” elicitor
30 Sass
31 Early
development
sites?
35 2-Down’s location
36 Political group
37 __ puppet
39 Actor Jared
41 Ages and ages
42 He succeeded
Coty as French
president
45 Latin percussion

Solutions from 10/11/11

pair
49 Plastic
surgeon’s job,
for short
50 Sharper, as eyes
51 Smoothed in a
shop
52 Hosp. picture
53 “The Stranger”
author
54 X-rated
55 Hale
59 Pad __: Asian
noodle dish
61 A portion (of)
62 Checkup

63 Love letter
closing, and in
sequence, a hint
to the ends of
18-, 28-, 48- and
64-Across
65 Wrath
66 Hobbit
enemy
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USC to take on SMU
Men’s soccer
returns home
to play Mustangs
Chris Stanley

SPORTS@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Malik Cooke is the lone senior on South Carolina’s men’s basketball team this year.

Carolina aims to improve
Men’s basketball set
to begin 2011-12 season
Isabelle Khurshudyan

IKHURSHUDYAN@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

Malik Cooke has set the expectations
h igh for Sout h Ca rol i na’s men’s
basketball team. As the lone senior on
the 2011-12 squad, Cooke wants to exit
on a high note.
More significantly, his teammates
don’t want him leaving the program any
other way.
“Our expectations are getting better
as a team and to not let Malik go out
on a bad year,” said freshman forward
Anthony Gill. “We definitely just have
to keep fighting through that and fight
for Malik.”
Among the youngest teams in the
country, the Gamecocks will have
an uphill battle in its pursuit for a
successful season, but for coach Darrin
Horn, progress is more important than
the end result.
“I think our expectations are what
we want them to be every year,” Horn
said. “We want to be better and we want
to continue to build our program. We
want to improve and we want to watch
our young people develop and continue
to make progress. I’ve said repeatedly,
the disappointing thing last year for me
as a coach above and beyond any record
was that it was the first time I didn’t feel
like we had a team that had got better
towards the end.”
One of the steepest parts of the
uphill battle for the Gamecocks will
be the initial absence of point guard
Bruce Ellington, who will be practicing
with the football team through the
end of the season. Nevertheless, Horn
doesn’t see the absence and subsequent
abrupt return as something that will be
difficult for his team.
“Just coach the guys you have,” Horn
said. “That would be true if it was an
injury or whatever it might be. On the
front end, we don’t have him, so that’s
just how we have to coach the team.
When he comes back, we’ll just have
to see how that goes. Hopefully it will
be a seamless transition, he’ll flow into
things and it will be great. I don’t think
anyone knows that. It will be unfair

of anybody to put that expectation on
him.”
Sophomore Eric Smith is expected to
start in place of Ellington throughout
the beginning of the season. Even
without Ellington, Horn sees the
team as one loaded with versatility and
athleticism.
“There may be times we throw our
five best players out there regardless of
position,” Horn said. “There may be
times we go really small with a terrific
offensive lineup. There may be times
when we go big. W ho k nows with
Damontre Harris, Anthony Gill, R.J.
Slawson , Malik Cooke and Lakeem
Jackson. That’s a huge athletic lineup.
Will that ever happen? I don’t know, but
those are the things that are exciting
about this team.”
Joining Gill as new additions to the
squad are freshman guard Damien
Leonard and transfer guard Brenton
Williams. Horn said that one of the
hardest adjustments for freshmen are
the mental aspects of the game, which is
something that the veterans of the team
have already stressed to the newcomers.
“It’s not going to be easy,” Jackson
said. ”Every game is going to be tough.
It’s not like high school. That’s pretty
much the only thing I’ve been telling
them. Just to be prepared.”
Despite t he yout h of t he team,
Jackson wants to win more games than
the team did last year and to be in a
position for an invitation to the NCAA
tournament. He also wants to see the
team succeed for its leader.
“[Cooke] is our only senior and we
want to win a lot of games so he can go
out a winner,” Jackson said. “I want the
same things for me next year when I’m
a senior.”
For Cooke, it’s also about progression
– leaving the program in a better place
than when he joined it.
“We’re setting our expectations
pretty high,” Cooke said. “I don’t want
to go out losing and we don’t want to
have another losing season here. We’re
definitely going to work hard and try to
turn things around here.”

S out h C a r ol i n a’s
men’s soccer team has
enjoyed a successf ul
stretch of Conference
USA v ictories in
recent weeks.
It w ill at tempt to
improve t hat w i n
total tonight when it
returns home to take
on SMU.
USC and SMU
have produced
several excit ing
m at c hup s o v e r t he
years, including
the Gamecocks’
v ic tor y l a s t s e a s on
in t he conference
tournament t hat
ea r ned t hem a t r ip
to the championship
game. USC coach
Mark Berson said he
won’t b e s u r pr i s e d
to see another
memorable game this
time.
“ Year in and year
out SM U is a tea m
of heritage in college
soccer,” Berson said
“Th is w il l be a big
game. We know SMU
has some great players

and we’ll have to play
a great game against
them, but they’ll need
to be ready for us too,
and that’s one of the
r e a s o n s t h at t he s e
tea m s re spec t each
other so much.”
The G amecock s
e nt e r t he m at c hu p
f re sh of f a 1- 0
victory over UAB last
Thursday, improving
their record to 3-0 in
the conference.
“ T h is wa s a ver y
good win on the road,
in conference,” Berson
said. “We played very
well i n all aspect s
of the game tonight
and to get a shutout
on the road in league
play and our fourt h
st r a ight w i n show s
the direction in which
this team is moving.”
U S C ’s l o n e g o a l
was scored by
Br ad lee Ba ladez i n
the sixth minute and
sophomore keeper
Alex Long earned his
fi rst collegiate shutout
en route to the victory.
The u ndefeated
start marks the
Gamecocks best since
joi n i ng Conference
USA in 2005, during
which they also won
the conference title.
“Those three

w i ns get u s st a r ted
on t he right foot in
conference,” Berson
s a i d . “ We h a v e a
s t r i n g of w i n s a nd
g o o d re s u lt s . T h i s
team is now starting
to come of age a little
bit and we felt like this
would be a different
t e a m i n O c t o b e r.
They work hard and
believe in themselves.
A l l o f t h o s e l it t l e
things coming
together have made a
big difference.”
The G amecock s
were scheduled to face
Cent r a l F lor ida on
the road last Saturday
but t he m at c h w a s
post poned due to
inclement weather. A
makeup date for the
match has yet to be
arranged.
“Obviously we
were disappointed,”
B e r s o n s a i d . “ We
were in the lobby of
the hotel, dressed and
ready to go to the field
when t he game was
postponed. I thought
it w a s t h e c o r r e c t
decision because the
conditions there were
very poor.”

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com

Spencer Scott / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

Bradlee Baladez enters tonight’s matchup leading the team with four goals.

Follow us:

@

TDG_Sports
twitter.com

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com

GET YOUR FLU VACCINE AT ONE OF THESE CLINICS!
Sep 29: 10 am – 2 pm: Russell House rooms 302/304
Oct 4:ϵĂŵʹϰ͗ϯϬƉŵ͗ZƵƐƐĞůů,ŽƵƐĞƉĂƟŽ
$15 for students
Oct 5:ϵĂŵʹŶŽŽŶ͗dŚŽŵƐŽŶ^ƚƵĚĞŶƚ,ĞĂůƚŚĞŶƚĞƌƉĂƟŽ
$25 ĨŽƌĨĂĐƵůƚǇͬƐƚĂī Oct 6͗ϵĂŵʹŶŽŽŶ͗dŚŽŵƐŽŶ^ƚƵĚĞŶƚ,ĞĂůƚŚĞŶƚĞƌƉĂƟŽ
Oct 7: noon – 6 pm: DRIVE THROUGH FLU SHOTS at the
You must bring your Colonial Life Center parking lot
Oct 11: 5 – 8 pm: Russell House desk across from Freshens
Carolina Card!
Oct 12:ϵĂŵʹŶŽŽŶ͗dŚŽŵƐŽŶ^ƚƵĚĞŶƚ,ĞĂůƚŚĞŶƚĞƌƉĂƟŽ
Oct 13: 4:30 – 6:30 pm: Bates House outside the cafeteria
Oct 18: 5 – 8 pm: Capstone/Columbia Hall outside cafeteria
Oct 19: 10 am – 2 pm: BA (Close/Hipp) building main lobby
Oct 24:ϮʹϱƉŵ͗ZƵƐƐĞůů,ŽƵƐĞďĂĐŬƉĂƟŽ
Oct 25:ϵĂŵʹŶŽŽŶ͗dŚŽŵƐŽŶ^ƚƵĚĞŶƚ,ĞĂůƚŚĞŶƚĞƌƉĂƟŽ
Oct 26: 10 am – 2 pm: BA (Close/Hipp) building main lobby
Oct 27:ŶŽŽŶʹϯƉŵ͗dŚŽŵƐŽŶ^ƚƵĚĞŶƚ,ĞĂůƚŚĞŶƚĞƌƉĂƟŽ
Nov 1:ŶŽŽŶʹϯƉŵ͗dŚŽŵƐŽŶ^ƚƵĚĞŶƚ,ĞĂůƚŚĞŶƚĞƌƉĂƟŽ
Nov 2: 4 – 6:30 pm: Greek Village, Alpha Delta Pi house
ǁǁǁ͘ƐĂ͘ƐĐ͘ĞĚƵͬƐŚƐͬŇƵ Nov 3:ϵĂŵʹϮƉŵ͗dŚŽŵƐŽŶ^ƚƵĚĞŶƚ,ĞĂůƚŚĞŶƚĞƌƉĂƟŽ
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USC press conference a wild one
Spurrier refuses to speak with
local columnist present in room
James Kratch

JKRATCH@DAILYGAMECOCK.COM

South Carolina football, and its head coach, made
national headlines hours before quarterback Stephen
Garcia’s dismissal from the program was even
announced Tuesday.
Steve Spurrier’s weekly press conference devolved
into the theater of the bizarre just moments after it
started when Spurrier announced he would not speak
until Ron Morris , the longtime sports columnist
at The State newspaper in Columbia, left the press
room. The Daily Gamecock is a commercial printing
client of The State newspaper.
“This has been weighing on me, on my chest, and
I’m getting it off my chest right here today,” Spurrier
said.
Spurrier never mentioned Morris by name, but
several times gestured in Morris’ direction, referring
to what he called “a negative guy ... that tries to hurt
our football program,” and said he would no longer
“help” Morris out by answering questions while he
was present.
“That’s my right as a head coach,” Spurrier said. “I
don’t have to talk to him, and I don’t have to talk to
him when he’s in here.”
With that, Spurrier left the room to speak to
television stations in the hallway, saying he would
return to speak with the remaining print and internet
reporters, presumably after Morris left the room.
But when Spurrier returned, Morris remained in
the room with reporters. Spurrier then left the room
again, inviting reporters to his office after he finished

an interview with 107.5 FM in Columbia, which holds
the broadcast rights to USC sporting events and
simulcasts Spurrier’s press conference weekly.
Eventually, multiple outlets, including The Daily
Gamecock, met with Spurrier in a conference room
inside the football office suite. Morris was not present.
Morris is the second sports writer Spurrier said he
has had to “disassociate with” in his
26 years as a head coach. Morris has
written numerous columns critical
of Spurrier, and Spurrier said he was
“OK” with that. But Spurrier said
he objected to the column Morris
wrote about men’s basketball point
guard Bruce Ellington’s decision to
join the football team.
“I just don’t like stories t hat
SPURRIER
aren’t true,” Spurrier said. “And last
spring, he wrote a story about me recruiting Bruce
Ellington, and luring him away from the basketball
program; raiding and jilting (men’s basketball) coach
(Darrin) Horn.”
The Morris column, published in The State on
March 25 of this year, said Spurrier and the football
program “poached” Ellington, who starred in football
at Berkeley High before only playing basketball as
a freshman. Spurrier Tuesday said the story was
“completely fabricated.”
“That’s the only thing I ever take exception with
sportswriters,” Spurrier said. “When they write stuff
that isn’t true. I didn’t talk to Bruce Ellington until
after he had met with coach Horn and he came over
here. It’s a completely untrue story.”
Morris told The Daily Gamecock he stands by his
story but had no further comment.
The other writer Spurrier has objected with is
former Orlando Sentinel sports columnist Larry

Guest, who Spurrier did mention by name Tuesday.
Accord i ng to a quest ion a nd a ns wer piece
conducted with Guest prior to his 2000 retirement
archived on The Sentinel’s website, Guest wrote a
story Spurrier objected to in the 1990s.
Spurrier spoke about his issue with Morris further
when he met with the media in the conference room,
allowing that he would be criticized for his actions.
“I know I’ll get blasted for it, and it’s OK,” Spurrier
said, continuing that he “didn’t like doing it,” but “I
can look in the mirror. I did what I thought I had to
do, and we’ll move on.
“The only recourse a coach has, if a writer steps
over the line, which in my opinion he has, is you don’t
have to talk to him,” Spurrier said. “And I don’t have
to talk if he’s in there. That’s the only thing I’ve got.”
Spurrier said he made t he decision wit hout
consulting either Athletics Director Eric Hyman or
USC President Harris Pastides.
“No,” said Spurrier when asked if he spoke to the
two prior to his announcement. “Was I supposed to?
I didn’t talk to Jamie (Speronis), Spurrier’s longtime
director of football operations. I didn’t talk to my
wife. Just something I felt like I had to do.”
W hen asked about t he issue late Tuesday,
President Harris Pastides said he had no immediate
comment.
“I need to interview people and speak to more
people to find out,” Pastides said. “I don’t know what
happened before, and I don’t know what was in the
coach’s mind at the time. I’m not skirting the issue,
but I just don’t know enough yet.”

Comments on this story?
Visit dailygamecock.com/sports

STEPHEN
GARCIA
2007 2006

at USC

December: Garcia commits to

South Carolina
January: Garcia enrolls early at

South Carolina
Febr u a r y : Garcia arrested,

2008

suspended for first time
February: Garcia reinstated to
team
March: Garcia arrested,
suspended for second time
March: Garcia reinstated to team
March: Garcia arrested,

suspended for third time
August: Garcia reinstated to

team
September: Garcia makes USC

debut against Georgia
October: Garcia comes of f
bench, leads USC to comeback
win at Kentucky
October: Garcia makes first
career start against LSU

Richard Pearce / THE DAILY GAMECOCK

but Spurrier was asked several questions
about Garcia. When asked if Garcia
would be Shaw’s backup on Saturday
at Mississippi State, Spurrier coyly said
that “we’ll see how all that works out.”
When asked about the extent and
severity of the left elbow injury Garcia
supposedly suffered during the Auburn
game, Spurrier said that he was “not
sure.”
Spurrier spoke highly of Shaw,
his performance against UK and his
commitment level.
“He’s all football,” Spurrier said.
“You’re not going to hear about him
downtown in the bars, I don’t think.”
The public relationship between
Garcia and Spurrier has been an oftanalyzed one, with many contentious
moments over the years. Spurrier has
often been highly critical of Garcia’s
work ethic, as well as his on-f ield
performance.
But on Tuesday, Spurrier expressed
“sadness” over Garcia’s dismissal in the
official release announcing the decision.
“We all feel like we’ve given Stephen
numerous opportunities to be a studentathlete here at South Carolina,” said
Spurrier. “Obviously, he has chosen
not to follow the guidelines of his
reinstatement contract. We wish him
the best.”
Pastides said he personally liked
G arcia and lef t h im a voice mail
expressing his sadness about how his
career at USC ended. The university
wouldn’t revoke Garcia’s scholarship,
Pastides said.
“I wished him well and told him he
had a good future and a good career
ahead of him, that he should hold his
head high relative to his future,” Pastides
said. “I look forward to hearing back
from him.”
—Editor-in-chief Josh Dawsey
contributed to this report

2009

A source told The Daily Gamecock
t hat members of G a rcia’s fa m i ly
had traveled to Columbia from his
hometown of Lutz, Fla., after Garcia
was made aware of the dismissal, and
Garcia was in the process of moving out
of his off-campus apartment on Tuesday
afternoon. The dismissal capped a
trying two weeks personally for Garcia,
whose grandfather recently passed away
prior to his demotion from starting
quarterback.
“Being a st udent-at hlete at t he
Universit y of Sout h Carolina is a
privilege, not a right, and we remind
all of our student-athletes that there
are consequences for their actions,” said
Hyman in a release. “For Stephen to
return to and remain with the football
squad this fall, we agreed on several
established guidelines. Unfortunately,
he has not been able to abide by those
guidelines and has therefore forfeited his
position on the roster. We wish him the
best of luck as he moves forward in life.”
Hy ma n’s st atement was a l most
identical to the one he released on April
6 of this year announcing Garcia’s
indefinite suspension from the program
after an incident at a Southeastern
Conference-mandated life skills seminar
on campus. The suspension, which was
Garcia’s fifth at USC, lasted through the
summer until the start of summer camp,
when Garcia was reinstated to the team
under conditions established by Hyman,
Pastides and coach Steve Spurrier. At the
time, Spurrier expressed optimism that
Garcia had changed his “lifestyle.”
Garcia began the summer having
st a r ted 28 consec ut ive g a me s a s
quarterback for the Gamecocks, dating
back to the 2009 Outback Bowl. But
Spurrier named sophomore Connor
Shaw the starting quarterback for
USC’s season opener against East

Carolina in Charlotte, stating Shaw had
outperformed Garcia in summer camp.
Garcia entered the game against the
Pirates in the second quarter with the
Gamecocks trailing 17-0 and played
well, winning back the starting job and
leading USC to a come-from-behind
56-37 victor y. Garcia then started
against Georgia, Nav y, Vanderbilt
and Auburn, with progressively worse
performances in each outing. After
Garcia was particularly ineffective in the
Gamecocks’ 16-13 home loss to Auburn
on Oct. 1, Spurrier elected to turn back
to Shaw, who starred in USC’s 54-3
slaughter over Kentucky on Saturday.
Garcia leaves USC with 7,597 career
passing yards and 47 touchdown passes.
Both marks put him third all-time in
USC’s record books . Garcia won 20
games as a starter at USC, second alltime in school history.
With Garcia at quarterback, the
Gamecocks won back-to-back games
against Clemson for the first time
since 1969-1970, as well as the first
SEC Eastern Division championship
in program history in 2010 and the first
win over a top-ranked team in history
when USC beat then-No. 1 Alabama in
Columbia last fall.
But t here were many bu mps in
the road for Garcia, almost from the
beginning of his time in Columbia.
Garcia was suspended three times
early his career, missing most of spring
practice in 2007, all of spring drills
in 2008 and many of the sessions this
spring. Garcia never missed a game,
however, due to suspension.
After a bizarre beginning to his
weekly press conference, Spurrier met
with a handful of print and internet
media outlets, including The Daily
Gamecock, in a conference room
inside the football facility. The round
table meeting was held prior to the
announcement of Garcia’s dismissal,

January: Garcia starts Outback
Bowl, plays poorly
September: Garcia leads USC to
upset of fourth-ranked Ole Miss
November: Garcia leads USC to
win over Clemson
January: Garcia, USC falls flat

2011

GARCIA ● Continued from 1

2010

Stephen Garcia leaves USC ranking third all-time in the program with 7,597 career passing yards and 47 career touchdowns.

against UConn in Papajohns.
com Bowl
September: Garcia benched in
loss at Auburn
October: Garcia leads USC to
upset of No. 1 Alabama
November: Garcia leads USC to
win over Florida, first SEC East
title
November: Garcia leads USC to
consecutive wins over Clemson
for first time since 1970
December: Garcia, USC
demolished in first-ever SEC
Championship Game
December: Garcia, USC lose in
Chick-fil-A Bowl
March: Garcia suspended for
fourth time
April: Garcia suspended for fifth
time
August: Garcia reinstated to
team
September: Garcia does not
start at quarterback against East
Carolina
September : Garcia regains
starting job with performance
against ECU
October: Garcia benched after
poor play, loss to Auburn
Tuesday: Garcia dismissed from
program

